JOINT PRESS RELEASE

V-NEO JOINS MPHASIS WYDE PARTNER PROGRAM
V-NEO becomes favored supplier in Canada
QUEBEC CITY and TORONTO, Aug. 3, 2016- V-NEO, an insurance industry business and IT
specialist, and Mphasis Wyde a leading international software provider and the creator of
Wynsure, an Insurance Policy Administration Software (on-premise and on cloud) for
life insurers, today announced that V-NEO has joined the Mphasis Wyde partner program as
a system integrator – Consulting and Solutions. This program aims to strengthen & enhance
customer centricity and faster go to market through business advisory services, industry
thought leadership, hyper-specialized solutions and software implementations for the life
insurance market.
V-NEO has provided solution implementation services and resources to insurers in North
America and in Europe since 2010. "Our outcome-oriented experts who collaborate with
insurers on solution selection and implementations, provide the much required IT assistance
to carry out successful transformation projects" said Alain Lamothe, CEO V-NEO.
"We are pleased to welcome V-NEO to the Mphasis Wyde Solution Partner Program. VNEO's expertise in insurance coupled with high customer appreciation scores make them a
partner of choice" said Rajesh Makhija, CEO Mphasis Wyde. "The addition of V-NEO is
aligned to Mphasis Wyde's growth strategy in North-America and particularly in Canada. We
look forward to providing our Canadian customers with high quality and dedicated
implementation partner for our software solutions."
About V-NEO
V-NEO is an insurance industry business and IT specialist headquartered in Quebec City,
Canada and having offices in Toronto, Canada and in Brussels, Belgium. V-NEO's primary
mission is to add value in organizations through its professional services, which aims for
results that exceed expectations while complying with deadlines and costs, and leave the
client with an imprint or assets extending beyond the intervention. V-NEO provides business
architecture and information technology services through the entire course of
implementation of solutions from the strategy, selection, architecture, planning to the
delivery and concretization of value in the organization and upgrade and maintenance
solutions. V-NEO also provides specialized services in Insurance through its Insurance
Innovation and Performance Center (IIPC). For more information, please visit V-NEO online.
About Mphasis Wyde
Headquartered in Bloomington, Minnesota, USA, with offices in Canada and a modern
Research & Development (R&D) center in Paris, France, Wyde has developed and deployed
Wynsure, a proven software platform, at many of the leading insurance carriers in North
America and Europe. Wynsure is a multi-language, multi-currency, easily configurable
software product that offers policy administration, claims and billing solutions focused on
the Group Benefits market. Wynsure can be deployed for one or multiple lines of business as

a complete end-to-end solution, as functional components specific to current business
challenges such as bill or as a SaaS offering. Wyde has over 200 domain focused
professionals world-wide. Contact Mphasis Wyde on www.mphasis.wyde.com.
About Mphasis
Mphasis enables chosen customers to meet the demands of an evolving market place.
Recently named by American Banker and BAI as one of the top companies in FinTech and as
the "Most Distinguished Digital Company in 2015" by The Economic Times, Mphasis fuels
this by combining superior human capital with cutting edge solutions in hyper-specialized
areas. Contact Mphasis on www.mphasis.com.
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